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Abstract: Traffic incidents pose substantial hazards to public safety and wellbeing, and accurately
estimating their duration is pivotal for efficient resource allocation, emergency response, and traffic
management. However, existing research often faces limitations in terms of limited datasets, and
struggles to achieve satisfactory results in both prediction accuracy and interpretability. This paper
established a novel prediction model of traffic incident duration by utilizing a tabular network-
TabNet model, while also investigating its interpretability. The study incorporates various novel
aspects. It encompasses an extensive temporal and spatial scope by incorporating six years of traffic
safety big data from Tianjin, China. The TabNet model aligns well with the tabular incident data,
and exhibits a robust predictive performance. The model achieves a mean absolute error (MAE) of
17.04 min and root mean squared error (RMSE) of 22.01 min, which outperforms other alternative
models. Furthermore, by leveraging the interpretability of TabNet, the paper ranks the key factors
that significantly influence incident duration and conducts further analysis. The findings emphasize
that road type, casualties, weather conditions (particularly overcast), and the number of motor and
non-motor vehicles are the most influential factors. The result provides valuable insights for traffic
authorities, thus improving the efficiency and effectiveness of traffic management strategies.
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1. Introduction

Traffic incidents are a major cause of delays and congestion in the road network. They
can also lead to accidents, injuries, and fatalities [1,2]. The duration of a traffic incident
can vary widely, depending on the type of incident, the severity of the damage, and the
resources available to clear the scene. The ability to accurately predict the duration of a
traffic incident would be beneficial for a number of reasons. First, it would allow traffic
managers to better plan for and respond to incidents. This could help to reduce delays
and congestion, and it could also help to improve safety. Second, it would allow drivers to
make informed decisions about their travel plans. This could help them to avoid congested
areas and to arrive at their destinations on time.

The term “duration” in the context of a traffic incident refers to the overall time period
starting from when the incident takes place until the arrival of traffic police at the scene
and the completion of handling. Generally, the duration of a traffic incident can be divided
into the following stages [3], as illustrated in Figure 1 below.

Generally, the duration of a traffic incident can be divided into three stages: de-
tection time, response time, and clearance time. Their specific meanings are as follows:
(1) Detection time: The time from the occurrence of the incident to when traffic police or
other management personnel discover it. The incident can be detected through means such
as surveillance videos and emergency calls to the police hotline (e.g., 122 in China). This
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process allows relevant personnel to confirm the occurrence of the incident. (2) Response
time: The time from confirming the occurrence of the incident to the arrival of traffic police
and other emergency personnel at the scene. (3) Clearance time: The time during that
traffic police and other emergency personnel work at the scene, such as conducting investi-
gations, providing medical assistance to injured individuals, and removing debris. This
process often involves traffic control measures, such as lane closures, until the measures
are revoked.
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The duration of a traffic incident is determined by the cumulative time of three distinct
periods, encompassing the time from the incident’s initiation to its complete resolution. The
length of this process is influenced by various factors. For example, rapid incident detection,
efficient management, and a well-established emergency response system contribute to
reducing the duration of the incident. Some studies also include the time required for traffic
flow to fully recover after incident clearance as part of the duration. This additional time is
mainly influenced by the traffic conditions at the time of the incident and uncontrollable
environmental factors, such as congestion, the number of occupied lanes, and weather
conditions. For simplicity, this study only considers the first three time periods.

There has been a growing body of research on the prediction of traffic incident duration.
A number of different methods have been proposed, mainly including statistical models and
machine learning models [4,5]. The main methods and characteristics of these approaches
are summarized in Table 1.

Statistical Approach
Statistical models are representative predictive methods in traffic incident duration

analysis. Such models are based on the assumption that the duration of a traffic incident
can be predicted by a set of factors, including the incident type, time of day, and prevailing
weather conditions, as well as the traffic volume. These models encompass widely used re-
gression models [6–10], probabilistic statistical models [11–13], hazard-based models [14–18],
copula-based models [19], finite mixture models [20,21], etc. They typically assume that
the data follow a certain distribution and model and predict the distribution of the data.
For example, Valenti, G. and Lelli, M. [6] conducted an analysis using a multivariate linear
regression model to study six major factors, including the presence of on-site emergency
measures, involvement of heavy vehicles, occurrence during peak traffic hours, extent of
damage to traffic facilities, number of lanes, and the occurrence of fire. The study revealed
that for certain specific incidents, as the duration of the incident response increased, the re-
gression errors also increased. Similarly, there have been advancements in linear regression,
such as the development of quantile analysis [22,23], which have been applied successfully
in incident duration.

Machine Learning Approach
Machine learning models are based on the idea that the duration of a traffic incident

can be predicted by learning from historical data [4]. Machine learning models can be
trained on datasets that include information about the type of incident, time of day, weather
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conditions, traffic volume, and duration of the incident. Typical machine learning models
include K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [15], support vector machine (SVM) [24], annual neural
network (ANN) [25], decision tree (DT) [26], and random forest (RF) [27,28], which can
be categorized into three types—distance metric learning, ensemble learning, and neural
network learning. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics and differences of various types of
methods. For example, SVM is a supervised learning algorithm that can be used to classify
or predict data. Another machine learning model for predicting traffic incident duration
is the random forest algorithm, which is an ensemble learning algorithm that combines
the predictions of multiple decision trees. Decision trees are a type of supervised learning
algorithm that can be used to classify or predict data [29]. Decision trees work by splitting
the data into smaller and smaller groups until each group contains only data points of the
same class. Deep neural networks are a type of machine learning model that can learn
complex relationships between variables. Deep neural networks can be used to predict the
duration of a traffic incident by considering a large number of variables, such as the type of
incident, time of day, weather conditions, traffic volume, and surrounding environment.
Some models combine the strengths of statistical models and machine learning models.
Hybrid models [3,27,30] can be more accurate than either statistical models or machine
learning models alone. One example of a hybrid model is the Bayesian network [31].
Bayesian networks, also known as Bayesian belief networks or graphical probabilistic
models, are graphical models that depict the probabilistic relationships between variables.
Bayesian networks can be used to predict the duration of a traffic incident by considering
the relationships between the type of incident, time of day, weather conditions, traffic
volume, and duration of the incident [32,33].

Table 1. Summary of the main research methods.

Research Approach Typical Methods Description

Statistical Approach

Hazard-based models [14–18],
Quantile regression [22,23],

Copula-based approach [19], and
Finite mixture models [20,21]

Statistical methods attempt to establish models to explain
various influencing factors. The main differences lie in the
model construction and the choice of parameter
estimation methods.

Machine Learning Approach

Distance Metric Learning
(1) KNN [15]
(2) SVM [24]

KNN and SVM both use distance metrics to measure the
similarity between instances. The goal of KNN is to find
the optimal classifier by minimizing the classification
error, while SVM aims to find the hyperplane that
maximizes the margin between classes for better
classification performance.

Ensemble Learning
(1) RF [27,28]
(2) GBDT [34]

RF and gradient boost decision tree (GBDT) both combine
multiple decision trees to make predictions. Specifically,
RF builds independent trees through random feature
selection and voting, while GBDT sequentially builds trees
to correct the residuals of previous trees.

Neural Network Learning
(1) Bayesian Neural Network [31]

(2) ANN [25]

Neural Network Learning utilizes network architectures
for predicting incident duration. Bayesian neural
networks incorporate Bayesian inference techniques to
model and quantify uncertainty in the network’s
predictions, while ANN typically focuses on optimizing
network weights through backpropagation without
explicitly considering uncertainty.

The existing research on traffic incident duration prediction has made significant
progress; however, several research gaps remain to be addressed. This literature review
highlights the following key research gaps:

(1) Limited dataset coverage: Previous studies often suffer from limitations in dataset
size, temporal and spatial coverage, and the variety of incident and road types included.
To overcome this gap, there is a need for larger-scale datasets that encompass a broader
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range of road types, such as urban roads, highways, and expressways, and that include
diverse influencing factors.

(2) Prediction accuracy of statistical model: Traditional decision tree and statistical
models have been widely used for their interpretability in predicting traffic incident du-
ration. However, these models often have limitations in terms of prediction accuracy,
especially when dealing with complex relationships among features.

(3) Interpretability of deep learning models: Deep learning models have gained
popularity in various domains, but may not directly translate to traffic tabular datasets.
One challenge is the reduced interpretability of deep learning models, making it difficult to
analyze feature importance and understand the decision-making process at the individual
data point level in the context of traffic incident duration prediction.

Based on the analysis above, we need to find a suitable predictive model for traffic
incident data and apply it to the analysis of traffic incident data on complex road networks
in large cities. As most of the traffic incident data are in tabular format, our model should
have good adaptability to tabular data, whether categorical or numerical. Additionally,
we aim for both high prediction accuracy and interpretability. This is because traffic inci-
dents are influenced by multiple factors, making accurate prediction of incident duration
challenging, and we also want to conduct in-depth analysis of the factors affecting inci-
dent duration. Fortunately, the TabNet [35] model meets our requirements. TabNet is
a particular deep learning model specifically designed for tabular data analysis, which
aligns well with the nature of our problem. It leverages sequential attention to dynamically
select a subset of relevant features at each stage of decision making. This feature selection
mechanism allows the model to focus its learning capacity on the most informative and
meaningful features in the dataset. By selecting important features, TabNet improves the
model’s interpretability and ability to capture complex patterns in the data [35]. Moreover,
previous studies have demonstrated favorable outcomes in both predictive accuracy and
interpretability [36,37]. Therefore, in this study, we adopt the TabNet model to predict the
duration of incidents on diverse road types in large cities, aiming to improve prediction
accuracy and uncover the key factors influencing duration, ultimately providing insights
for intelligent traffic management.

The present study introduces several notable contributions to the field of predicting
traffic incident duration. Firstly, it addresses the data limitations of previous research
by utilizing a more extensive dataset that spans six years and covers the entire city of
Tianjin, China. This dataset encompasses a wide range of incident types and diverse
regions, allowing for a comprehensive analysis of influential factors. Secondly, to achieve a
balance between interpretability and predictive accuracy, the research adopts the TabNet
model, which leverages the advantages of deep learning while maintaining interpretability.
This model facilitates the examination of the significance of various influencing factors.
Lastly, the analysis of the factors influencing incident duration provides valuable insights
for intelligent traffic management, enabling optimized resource allocation and more efficient
incident management, ultimately improving overall traffic flow and system effectiveness.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a comprehensive
overview of the main principles of the employed and alternative models in our study.
Section 3 presents a comprehensive analysis of the dataset used in this research. In Section 4,
we analyze the experimental results obtained from the employed model. Subsequently, we
focus on the interpretability of experiment results in Section 5 by examining the overall
feature importance and investigating the step-wise feature selection process. Section 6
concludes this paper.

2. Model Principals

The perceptron is the foundation of the neural network, while deep neural networks
(DNNs) are neural networks with multiple hidden layers. DNNs have demonstrated
remarkable success in image analysis, text processing, and audio recognition. However,
traditional DNN architectures, such as those based on convolutional layers or multi-layer
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perceptrons (MLPs), are not well-suited for tabular data. These architectures often have
excessive parameters and lack the necessary inductive bias to capture the decision manifold
in tabular data. On the other hand, decision trees and their variants heavily rely on feature
engineering, which poses a significant limitation. In contrast, TabNet model is a deep
learning model that combines the benefits of deep neural networks with interpretability in
tabular data analysis. Below is the detailed model description.

2.1. Structure of TabNet Model

TabNet, originally proposed by Sercu [35], has gained popularity for its effective
handling of tabular data and for the provision of feature importance rankings. It consists
of a shared feature transformer, decision steps, and an adaptive feature selection mecha-
nism [36]. The model follows an encoder–decoder structure, where the encoder captures
relevant features and the decoder utilizes them for prediction. TabNet’s interpretability and
prediction accuracy have made it a suitable choice for various tasks, including predicting
traffic incident durations.

In Figure 2, the TabNet encoder architecture is depicted. The structure of TabNet is
a multi-step process that includes the transformation and masking of features. It works
with both numerical and transformed categorical data from tabular datasets. An attention
mechanism influences how the features contribute to each step, taking the preceding step’s
outcome into account. This mechanism manipulates the features at each step, and these
transformed features are then integrated into the overall decision-making process.
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2.1.1. Feature Selection

The TabNet model achieves feature selection through the Mask module at each decision
step. The attentive transformer within each step determines the specific function to be
applied. Figure 3 illustrates how the Attentive transformer learns a mask for the feature
selection process in the current decision step i. The specific meanings are as follows [36]:

(1) The split module splits the tensor output from the feature transformer layer into
two parts. This process can be represented by equation [d[i− 1], a[i− 1]] = fi(M[i− 1]× f ),
where d[i− 1] is used to compute the final output of the model and a[i− 1] is used to calcu-
late the mask layer for the next step.

(2) a[i− 1] is reserved and passed to the following flows.
(3) z[i] = hi(a[i− 1]) means that a[i− 1] undergoes the fully connected layer (FC layer)

to extract more abstract features and the batch normalization layer (BN layer) to stabilize
training and reduce sensitivity to initialization.
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(4) z[i] is then scaled by p[i− 1], which is the scale of the previous decision step.
p[i− 1] denotes the degree of feature usage in earlier steps. The mathematical representa-
tion can be stated as: s[i] = z[i]× p[i− 1].

(5) The resulting M[i] is generated through the Sparsemax function, as depicted by
M [i] = Sparsemax(s [i]).
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Sparsemax is a technique that encourages sparsity by mapping the Euclidean pro-
jection onto the probabilistic simplex. This mapping aids in achieving sparser feature
selection by promoting a more concentrated distribution of probabilities. It ensures that the
sum of the feature selection weights, denoted as M[i]b,j., for each sample b and feature j,
equals 1, where D represents the feature dimension. By implementing a weight distribution
for each feature of each sample, Sparsemax enables instance-wise feature selection. This al-
lows TabNet to focus on the most informative features in each decision step. To regulate the
sparsity level, TabNet incorporates a regularization term. This term is defined as follows:

Lsparse =
Nsteps

∑
i=1

B

∑
b=1

D

∑
j=1

−Mb,j[i]
Nsteps × B

log
(

Mb,j[i] + ε
)

(1)

When a significant portion of features in a dataset exhibit redundancy, the introduction
of sparsity in feature selection can offer a more effective inductive bias, leading to improved
convergence and higher accuracy levels.

(6) The update of p[i] in M[i] is carried out using Equation (2). When the parameter γ
is set to 1, this indicates that each feature is allowed to appear in only one decision step.

P[i] =
i

∏
j=1

(r−M[j]) (2)

(7) The feature selection of the current decision step is achieved by multiplying M[i]
with the feature elements. After selecting the relevant features, they are then fed into the
current step’s feature transformer and become ready for a new loop.

2.1.2. Feature Processing

The initial input to the feature transformer in Figure 4 is the combination of the original
features (for the initial step) or the masked features (for the subsequent steps) and the output
from the prior decision step. This transformed input undergoes a series of transformations
in the feature transformer to learn more complex, abstract features. The feature transformer
has two types of transformation blocks: shared blocks and independent blocks. Each block
is composed of a succession of transformations, including a fully connected (FC) layer, a
normalization (typically Ghost Batch Normalization), and a gated linear unit (GLU) layer.
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(1) Shared blocks: The weights of the shared blocks are shared across all decision steps.
This means that the transformations applied in the shared blocks are identical for every
decision step. Shared blocks are designed to extract common patterns from the input
features, which are useful across all decision steps, aiding in model generalization
and reducing the number of parameters.

(2) Independent blocks: Conversely, the independent blocks have weights that are inde-
pendent for each decision step. This means that for each decision step, the transforma-
tions applied in these blocks can be different. Independent blocks allow each decision
step to learn and extract different features or representations from the transformed
output of the shared blocks. This design supports the model’s ability to capture
complex interactions and relationships.

2.1.3. TabNet Decoder Architecture

In Figure 5, the TabNet decoder begins its operation with the encoded representation,
which is the cumulative sum of all of the decision step outputs from the encoder, excluding
their subsequent passage through the FC layer. This condensed encoded representation is
then fed into the decoder. To decode the embedded information, the feature transformer
is employed, which is capable of transforming the encoded representation back into a
feature space. This transformation process is not carried out in a single step, but rather is
accomplished across multiple steps. The final output from the decoder is the reconstructed
feature, which is the result of these multiple transformation steps.
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2.2. Interpretability of TabNet Model

The TabNet model employs the concepts of a mask matrix and an importance matrix
in the process of feature selection. These matrices are the result of an attention mechanism
within each decision step, which prioritizes certain features over others by assigning unique
weights. The mask matrix captures the immediate importance of features in each decision
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step, while the importance matrix cumulates these weights over all decision steps to create
an aggregated importance score. This combined score allows TabNet to effectively identify
and prioritize features that have the greatest influence on the model’s output, enhancing
the overall interpretability of the model. The following is a detailed explanation:

Mask Matrix
The mask matrix in TabNet determines the relevance of each feature during the

decision-making process. It is created using a sparsity-inducing regularization technique
known as the “sparsemax” function, as stated in Equation (1). The mask matrix, denoted
by M, is a binary matrix of the same shape as the input features X. Each element Mij
of the mask matrix indicates whether feature j is considered relevant for predicting the
output of data point i. The mask matrix effectively identifies the important features by
assigning high weights (close to 1) to the relevant features and low weights (close to 0) to the
irrelevant ones. By visualizing or analyzing the mask matrix, researchers and practitioners
can understand which features are crucial for the model’s predictions.

Importance Matrix
The importance matrix in TabNet quantifies the relative importance of each feature

based on its contribution to the model’s predictions. It is calculated by considering the
average of feature importance scores across different decision steps. The importance matrix,
denoted by I, has the same shape as the input features X, with each element Iij indicating
the importance of feature j for predicting the data point i. The Mathematical expression is

I = ∑
(

MkjWk

)
(3)

Here, Mkj represents the mask matrix at the k-th decision step, Wk denotes the learnable
weight matrix associated with the k-th decision step, and the sum (∑) is taken over all
of the decision steps. The importance matrix provides a comprehensive view of feature
importance throughout the model’s decision process. By analyzing the importance matrix,
we can gain insights into the relative influence of each feature on the final predictions,
allowing for a better understanding of the model’s behavior and interpretability.

In summary, the mask matrix and importance matrix in the TabNet model contribute
to its interpretability. The mask matrix identifies relevant features for prediction, while the
importance matrix quantifies the importance of each feature. These matrices enable us to
analyze and explain the decision-making process, facilitating a deeper understanding of
the model’s behavior and aiding in the interpretation of its predictions.

2.3. Alternative Models for Contrast

This study considers the following popular prediction models as reference models for
the Tabnet model.

(1) Ridge Linear Regression (RLR):
RLR is an extension of ordinary least squares regression that addresses multicollinear-

ity issues. The model is represented by equation y = Xβ + ε, where y is the dependent
variable, X is the matrix of predictors, β is the coefficient vector, and ε is the error term.
The goal of RLR is to estimate the optimal values of β that minimize the objective function
||Y−Xβ||2 + λ||β||2. Here, λ is the regularization parameter that controls the amount
of shrinkage applied to the coefficients. The term ||β||2 represents the L2 norm of the
coefficient vector, penalizing large coefficients. By balancing the residual sum of squares
and the constraint on coefficients, RLR improves model generalization by reducing the
impact of collinear predictors.

(2) Decision Tree (DT):
DT is a non-parametric supervised learning method that uses a tree-like structure

to make predictions [29]. It partitions the data based on the values of the predictors and
creates decision rules to classify or predict the response variable.

(3) Support Vector Regression (SVR):
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SVR is a regression method that utilizes the principles of support vector machines.
It aims to find the optimal hyperplane that maximizes the margin while minimizing the
error between the predicted and actual values. SVR assumes that the dependent variable y
is expressed as y = wTφ(x) + b, where φ is a feature mapping function that transforms
the input data into a higher-dimensional space. The mathematical goal can be expressed
as follows:

min
w,b,ξ,ξ*

1
2 wTw + C

n
∑

i=1

(
ξ i + ξ∗i

)
s.t. yi −wTφ(xi)− b ≤ ε + ξ i,

wTφ(xi) + b− yi ≤ ε + ξ∗i ,
ξ i, ξ∗i ≥ 0, i = 1, · · · , n

(4)

(4) Artificial Neural Network (ANN):
ANN is a machine learning model inspired by the structure and function of biological

neural networks [38,39]. It consists of interconnected nodes (neurons) organized in layers.
ANN can learn complex patterns and relationships through a process called training,
which involves adjusting the weights and biases of the connections between neurons. The
optimization objective can be defined as follows:

ŷ = W2g
(
WT

1 x + b1
)
+ b2

Loss(ŷ, y, W) = 1
2 ||ŷ− y||22 + α

2 ||W||
2
2

(5)

where W1, W2, b1, b2 are the corresponding parameters. α is the hyper penalty coefficient.
(5) Random Forest (RF):
RF is an ensemble learning method that combines multiple decision trees to make

predictions [40,41]. Each tree in the forest is trained on a random subset of the data, and
the final prediction is determined by aggregating the predictions of individual trees. RF is
known for its ability to handle high-dimensional datasets and capture complex interactions
among variables.

3. Dataset Description
3.1. General Summary

The selected traffic incident data for this section were obtained from the Traffic Man-
agement Department of Tianjin City. The data cover the period from 1 January 2009 to 31
December 2015, and includes approximately 31,000 incident records. The dataset covers
various road types, including highways, urban expressways, urban arterial roads, and
other ordinary or minor roads. Every data record covers various attributes, and after
removing irrelevant fields such as identifiers, the remaining fields can be categorized into
the following four groups:

Time and location of occurrence: This includes fields such as “administrative district”,
“time of happening”, “time of start investigation”, “time of ending investigation, and
“day of the week”.

Infrastructure conditions: This includes fields related to the road infrastructure, such
as “road surface structure”, “road conditions”, “lane configuration”, “intersection type”,
and “road type”.

Environmental conditions at the scene: This includes fields such as “weather”,
“topography”, and “lighting conditions”.

Severity of the incident: This includes fields related to the severity of the incident,
such as “incident type”, “collision type”, “number (#) of motor vehicles”, and “number (#)
of non-motor vehicles”.

Among the mentioned incident attributes, some are numerical variables, such as
“number of motor vehicles” and “number of non-motor vehicles“. Most of the others are
categorical variables. For example, “administrative district” is categorized based on the
primary administrative areas, “lane configuration“ is divided into mixed and one-way
configurations, “road condition” is categorized as wet or flooded, “road surface structure”
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is classified as asphalt or cement, “intersection type” includes options such as T-junction
or four-way intersection, “road type” can be categorized as expressway or highway, etc.,
“collision type” includes options such as head-on collision or opposite sides scraping,
“topography” can be plain or mountainous, and “lighting conditions” can be daylight or
illuminated at night. Finally, “incident type” includes categories such as fatal, injury, and
property damage incidents. In our study, the incident duration is calculated as follows:

T = time o f ending investigation − time o f happening (6)

In actual situations, there is a certain deviation between the calculation results of
Equation (6) and the strict definition in Figure 1. This is mainly because the incident
investigation may not always take place at the incident scene, and after the incident is
cleared, traffic management personnel may not record the incident in a timely manner. As
a result, the calculated duration of certain small-scale incidents based on Equation (6) can
reach several tens of hours, which clearly does not align with the actual situation. After
calculation, the average value of T is 56.5 min. Considering that the majority of incidents
can be resolved within 1 h, this paper removes abnormal records with T > 120 min.

Note that the TabNet model requires the input features to be numerical. Therefore,
categorical features need to be appropriately preprocessed into numerical format (e.g., via
one-hot encoding or embedding), which adds to the data preparation process. To ensure
that these categorical variables can be appropriately included in the models, we adopted
the technique of “one-hot” encoding. This technique transforms each categorical variable
into multiple binary variables, commonly known as dummy variables. It is an effective
way to convert categorical data into a format that can be provided to machine learning
algorithms to improve their performance.

When performing “one-hot” encoding, each category value is converted into a new
column, and a binary value is assigned corresponding to the presence or absence of the
attribute. However, this raises an issue of multicollinearity, because the value of one
variable can be easily predicted with the help of the others. Multicollinearity is a problem
because it undermines the statistical significance of an independent variable. We can avoid
this by setting n − 1 binary variables for a variable that has n categorical values. This
approach is also known as dummy variable trap avoidance. For example, consider an
event type variable with three categories: death, injury, and property damage. In this
case, we can set two binary variables E1 and E2 instead of three. Here, E1 = 1 and E2 = 0
represent a death event, E1 = 0 and E2 = 1 signify an injury event, and E1 = 0 and
E2 = 0 denotes a property damage incident. Furthermore, if a categorical variable has
many categories, it is often beneficial to simplify the problem by grouping less frequent
or statistically insignificant categories into a single “other” category. For instance, if
x17, x18, and x19 in Table 2 are all 0, this indicates that the weather is “other”, which
represents conditions such as snow, strong winds, and foggy weather. These types of
weather account for only 1% of the total occurrences. After detailed data preprocessing, the
transformed variables are shown in Table 2 (numeric variables are retained as is).

Figure 6 presents a histogram depicting the frequency distribution of the incident
durations. The distribution shows a pronounced concentration of incidents within the
duration range of 30 to 39 min. Subsequently, as the duration increases, the frequency
notably decreases. This pattern can be attributed to the fact that the majority of non-severe
traffic incidents, which involve no casualties or significant property damage, are typically
resolved within half an hour. In contrast, severe traffic incidents pose greater challenges
in terms of management, resulting in longer durations, as well as increased heterogeneity
among individual incidents. By our calculations, the mean and the standard deviation
of duration are 50.36 min and 40.00 min, respectively. Moreover, the skewness value is
1.02, which suggests a positively skewed distribution, indicating that the data are inclined
towards longer durations. The kurtosis value of 0.02 indicates a nearly normal distribution
with a slightly flatter peak and lighter tails compared with a normal distribution.
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Table 2. Selected features for prediction.

Field Meaning (xi = 1) Variable Notation Variable Type

Peak Hour Peak x1 binary
Road Conditions Waterlogging x2 binary

Road Surface Structure Non-asphalt x3 binary
Intersection Type T-junction x4 binary

Four-way Intersection x5 binary
Road Type Expressway x6 binary

Class-A highway x7 binary
Class-B highway x8 binary
Class-C highway x9 binary
Class-D highway x10 binary
Other highway x11 binary

Freeway x12 binary
Arterial road x13 binary

Incident Type Death x14 binary
Injury x15 binary

District Suburb x16 binary
Weather Sunny x17 binary

Overcast x18 binary
Rainy x19 binary

Lane Configuration Mixed x20 binary
One-way x21 binary
Divided x22 binary

Divided one-way x23 binary
Collision Type Head-on collision x24 binary

Side collision x25 binary
Scrape x26 binary

Topography Non-plain x27 binary
Lighting Conditions No lighting at night x28 binary

Number of Motor Vehicles / x29 numerical
Number of non-Motor Vehicles / x30 numerical

Traffic Incident duration / y numerical
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3.2. Characteristics by Different Categories

In this section, we consider the incident duration in different categories, such as
whether the incident happens in the morning or evening peak hours or whether the
weather is good. Figure 7 indicates that the distribution of the incident duration is sim-
ilar, regardless of whether it occurs during peak hours or non-peak hours. There could
be several possible explanations for this. (a) Traffic flow: It is possible that the traffic
flow during peak hours is not significantly different from non-peak hours in some areas.
(b) Response time: The response time of emergency services, such as police and medical
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personnel, might not vary significantly between peak and non-peak hours. If the response
time is consistent throughout the day, it may not contribute to a significant difference in
incident duration. (c) The nature and severity of traffic incidents may not differ significantly
between peak and non-peak hours, thus resulting similar incident durations. We should
also note that the incident duration in our study does not include the time required for
traffic flow to return to its normal state after incident clearance. Therefore, the result may
change if we take the recovery time into account.
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Similarly, Figure 8 displays that the incident durations between urban (non-suburb)
and suburban areas are significantly different. The average level and variance of incident
duration in suburban areas are higher than those in urban areas. For example, the median
incident duration in urban areas is 35 min, while it is 46 min in suburban areas. Additionally,
the range of the typical distribution interval (from the 25th percentile to the 75th percentile)
in suburban areas is approximately twice as wide as that in urban areas. This could be
caused by the longer response times or limited resources, the road infrastructure and
the geographical factors. For example, emergency services such as police and medical
teams may need more time to arrive the scene, thus leading to a higher incident duration.
Figure 9 reveals the traffic incident duration by incident types. It indicates that the majority
of incidents involve injuries, followed by a smaller proportion of incidents involving
fatalities, and an even smaller proportion involving no injuries (only property damage).
Moreover, the average and variance of duration of death incidents are significantly higher
than that of incidents involving only injuries, which is consistent with our intuitions,
because fatal incidents typically require a more thorough investigation and documentation
process. The involvement of law enforcement agencies, medical examiners, or other
specialized personnel may prolong the incident duration due to the additional procedures
and paperwork involved. From Figure 10, it can be seen that most incidents occurred
during sunny weather conditions. Incidents that took place during overcast or rainy
weather conditions had relatively longer durations compared with those during sunny
weather. One possible reason is that overcast or rainy weather conditions can lead to
reduced visibility, slippery road surfaces, and decreased traction, which may result in
longer incident durations. Furthermore, inclement weather can cause traffic congestion
due to slower driving speeds, road closures, or accidents. This congestion can delay the
response time of emergency services and impede the clearance of the incident scene, leading
to longer incident durations.

We also explored the relationship between the incident duration and road types.
Figure 11 displays that most incidents occurred on arterial roads, and the incident durations
of arterial roads tended to be shorter. Generally, arterial roads serve as primary routes
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for transportation, accommodating a substantial volume of vehicles. The heavy traffic
flow increases the likelihood of incidents occurring on these roads. Moreover, because of
the importance and high traffic load of arterial roads, traffic police departments prioritize
their monitoring and enforcement efforts in these areas. This proactive approach enables
quicker detection of incidents and faster response times. On the other hand, incidents
on lower-grade roads and expressways have relatively longer durations. However, this
rule is not fixed, because Class-A and Class-C highways have a shorter duration than
Class-B and Class-D highways, indicating the complexity of the traffic safety system.
Furthermore, in Figure 12, it can be seen that a higher number of motor vehicles is associated
with longer incident durations, while there is no apparent relationship between the number
of non-motor vehicles and incident duration. This may be because non-motor vehicles
have different characteristics and lower speeds compared with motor vehicles. As a result,
incidents involving non-motor vehicles may have a different nature and require less time
for resolution compared with motor-vehicle-related incidents.
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4. Experiment Results
4.1. Overall and Categorical Results

In this study, we employed multiple models, including the TabNet model, as well as
other comparative models, to predict the duration of traffic incidents. We compared and
evaluated the performance of these models on the entire dataset. Based on the error metrics
presented in Table 3, we can summarize the performance of the models as follows: Overall,
all models were capable of predicting the duration of traffic incidents to a certain extent.
However, when comparing the TabNet model with the comparative models (ANN, DT,
RF, RLR, and SVR), TabNet demonstrated a superior performance. Specifically, the TabNet
model achieved an MAE (mean absolute error) of 17.04 min and an RMSE (root mean
squared error) of 22.01 min on the full dataset. These values were lower compared with the
other models, indicating that the TabNet model provided more accurate predictions of the
duration of traffic incidents with smaller errors.

Table 3. Model performance on the whole dataset.

Category Model MAE RMSE MAPE

Whole Dataset

ANN 17.83 22.52 36.91%
DT 18.11 22.88 37.38%
RF 18.09 23.29 37.08%

RLR 18.46 22.80 37.92%
SVR 17.38 24.26 34.55%

TabNet 17.04 22.01 33.60%

Additionally, we examined the MAPE (mean absolute percentage error) metric, which
assessed the relative error of the predictions compared with the true values. It should
be noted that the MAPE values for all models, including TabNet, were relatively high
(33.60%). This can be attributed to the small scale and inherent randomness and uncertainty
associated with the duration of traffic incidents. However, the MAPE values obtained from
the TabNet model were comparable to those reported in similar studies.

Table 4 summarizes the performance of different models in predicting the duration
of traffic incidents across various categories. For example, “suburb” means the incident
happened in the suburb areas, and “expressway” means the incident occurred at an ex-
pressway. As displayed in Table 4, the TabNet model performed optimally in the following
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categories: suburb, injury, arterial road, and peak, exhibiting lower average errors (MAE,
RMSE, and MAPE) compared with the other models. It can be seen that all prediction
models had higher average errors in the suburb category compared with the non-suburb
category. This could be attributed to the complex nature of incidents in suburban areas,
where factors such as response time, road infrastructure, population density varied, leading
to higher prediction errors. Moreover, the average error was obviously higher in the death
category compared with that in the injury category. The higher variability in incident
durations in the death category, which may be influenced by factors such as severity of ac-
cidents, emergency response time, and medical interventions, contributed to the increased
prediction errors. Similarly, the prediction error for the expressway category was higher
than that for the arterial road. This could be due to the differences in traffic flow, speed
limits, and incident characteristics between arterial roads and expressways. Incidents on
expressways may involve higher speeds, multiple lanes, and limited access, resulting in
increased complexities when predicting their durations.

Table 4. Model performance on specific categories.

Category Model MAE RMSE MAPE Category Model MAE RMSE MAPE

Suburb

ANN 19.18 23.70 38.61%

Death

ANN 21.26 25.65 42.05%
DT 19.53 24.12 39.33% DT 21.59 26.19 42.31%
RF 19.48 24.56 38.85% RF 21.55 26.87 42.14%

RLR 19.71 24.04 39.83% RLR 21.98 26.15 43.88%
SVR 18.86 25.76 35.50% SVR 21.46 28.59 38.33%

TabNet 18.35 23.21 34.11% TabNet 21.52 25.94 40.45%

non-Suburb

ANN 14.05 18.82 32.16%

Injury

ANN 16.74 21.42 35.42%
DT 14.13 19.03 31.92% DT 17.03 21.71 36.13%
RF 14.22 19.34 32.15% RF 16.95 21.97 35.56%

RLR 14.24 18.90 32.58% RLR 17.07 21.62 36.13%
SVR 13.23 19.47 31.51% SVR 15.95 22.57 33.10%

TabNet 13.37 18.22 32.74% TabNet 15.83 20.82 32.03%

Peak

ANN 17.31 22.02 37.90%

Class-B Highway

ANN 22.02 25.99 45.56%
DT 17.59 22.28 38.48% DT 22.29 26.17 46.60%
RF 17.84 22.96 38.86% RF 22.18 26.59 45.36%

RLR 17.56 21.91 38.61% RLR 22.47 26.28 46.32%
SVR 16.89 23.13 35.96% SVR 21.47 27.59 41.21%

TabNet 16.41 21.31 35.26% TabNet 21.17 25.40 40.83%

Arterial Road

ANN 15.13 19.71 31.55%

Expressway

ANN 21.82 25.87 43.33%
DT 15.09 19.70 31.17% DT 23.35 26.76 51.58%
RF 15.40 20.34 31.62% RF 21.53 25.99 42.91%

RLR 15.30 19.81 31.88% RLR 22.85 26.73 46.90%
SVR 14.93 21.30 31.32% SVR 21.70 28.95 39.06%

TabNet 14.34 19.09 30.56% TabNet 21.50 25.92 40.48%

The variations in prediction errors across these categories can be attributed to the
distinct characteristics and dynamics associated with different types of incidents and road
environments. Factors such as traffic volume, road infrastructure, severity of incidents, and
response time play crucial roles in determining the duration of incidents and contribute to
the differences in prediction errors observed. Generally, TabNet’s ability to capture and
model these variations to some extent resulted in a superior performance compared with
other models.

4.2. Impact of Parameter Settings

To investigate the relationship between the key parameters and the prediction results,
we set the main parameters as seen in Table 5. (1) TabNet: The parameter “n_step” rep-
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resents the number of steps in the TabNet encoder network and was set to 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9,
11, 13, 15, or 17. (2) RLR: The parameter “alpha” corresponds to the regularization coeffi-
cient. It controls the amount of regularization applied to the model and we took values of
0.01, 0.05, 0.22, 1.00, 4.46, 21.54, 100, or 464.16 (in log scale). (3) DT: The parameter “n_depth”
refers to the maximum depth of the decision tree. It ranged from 5 to 14, indicating the
maximum number of levels the tree can grow. (4) SVR: The parameter “gamma” represents
the coefficient of the RBF (radial basis function) kernel in the SVR model. It determines
the influence of each training example and was set to 0.05, 0.25, 1, 6, 11, or 16. (5) ANN
(artificial neural network): The “layer setting” parameter defines the architecture of the
neural network. It specifies the number of layers and the nodes in each layer. The options
include 10, 30, 100 (indicating one hidden layer with 10, 30, and 100 nodes, respectively);
(5,5) (indicating 2 hidden layers with 5 nodes each); (10,10) (indicating two hidden lay-
ers with 10 nodes each), and (30,30) (indicating two hidden layers with 30 nodes each).
(6) RF (Random Forest): The parameter “n_tree” determines the number of decision trees
(estimators) in the random forest ensemble. It was set to 10, 25, 40, 55, 70, or 85 in our study.

Table 5. Model parameter settings.

Model Parameter Value

TabNet n_step 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, and 17

RLR alpha 0.01, 0.05, 0.22, 1.00, 4.46, 21.54, 100, 464.16
(in log scale)

DT n_depth 5~14
SVR gamma 0.05, 0.25, 1, 6, 11, and 16

ANN layer setting 10, 30, 100, (5,5), (10,10), and (30,30)
RF n_tree 10, 25, 40, 55, 70, and 85

In Figure 13, we analyzed the prediction errors on the training and test sets for different
models. It is evident that in most cases, the error on the test set was significantly higher
than that on the training set, especially for tree-based models such as random forest and
decision tree. Generally, as the parameter values increased, the complexity of the model
also increased. As a result, the prediction performance on the training set tended to be
better, while on the test set, it followed a pattern of initially decreasing and then increasing.
This phenomenon could be attributed to overfitting, where the increased complexity led
to a closer fit to the training data, but it compromised generalization to unseen data. For
instance, the decision tree model showed a rapid decrease in MAE on the training set as
the tree depth increased, reaching below 16 min. However, because of overfitting, the MAE
on the test set increased to around 18.5 min. Similarly, the random forest model achieved
an MAE of around 15 min on the training set, but exhibited a high MAE of over 18 min on
the test set. It is noteworthy that the TabNet model demonstrated a consistent performance
on both the training and test sets, with the MAE ranging from 17.1 min to 17.6 min across
different n_step values. This indicates that the TabNet model possessed good adaptability
and was less sensitive to the adjustment of training parameters, making it less prone
to overfitting.
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5. Further Discussion

While we focused on achieving a high predictive accuracy, the ability to understand
and interpret the underlying mechanisms of a model’s predictions is equally critical. In-
terpretability fosters trust and transparency in predictive models, and provides insights
into the relationships between the input features and predictions. The TabNet model
exhibits strong interpretability in the prediction process, as it allows us to assess the overall
importance of explanatory variables through the “importance” metric. Additionally, the
model provides insights into how features are progressively selected through the step-
wise feature selection mask matrix, shedding light on the process of feature selection for
prediction purposes.

More specifically, the interpretability of the TabNet model stems from its unique
architecture and mechanisms. Firstly, the model employs a structured attention mech-
anism, where each decision step involves the selection of important features using the
attention weights. By examining the importance scores assigned to different variables, we
can gain a comprehensive understanding of their relative significance in the prediction
process. This information enables researchers and practitioners to identify the key drivers
behind the model’s predictions and to make informed decisions based on these insights.
Furthermore, the step-wise feature selection mask matrix employed in TabNet provides
detailed information about the sequential selection of features. It allows us to track the
progression of feature inclusion or exclusion, providing a transparent view of how the
model dynamically incorporates or discards features during the learning process. This level
of granularity in feature selection offers valuable insights into the model’s decision-making
process, enhancing its interpretability.

5.1. Numerical Feature Importance

Regarding the importance of features, based on our calculations on the entire dataset,
the feature importance scores are as follows: overcast (0.273), death (0.194), number of
non-motor vehicles (0.115), injury (0.112), and Class-B highway (0.09). Note that scores
of all features sum up to 1, indicating the relative importance of each feature. Overall,
these important features align with our previous overall description in Section 3 and
exhibit good discriminatory power. For instance, “overcast” implies bad weather and
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poor visibility, which is supported by the comparison in Figure 10, which confirms its
impact on incident duration. Moreover, the importance of the “death” feature aligns with
our intuition. However, the importance of the number of non-motor vehicles may not
be obvious. Although Figure 12b shows no fixed relationship between the number of
non-motor vehicles and duration, the model identifies it as an important feature, indicating
its potential influence in conjunction with other features on the duration.

The feature importance ranking in Figure 14 represents the model’s overall assessment
on the entire dataset. However, the trained model evaluates the importance of each feature
individually for each instance. Figure 15 below illustrates the average feature importance
for incidents with death. It can be observed that, compared with the entire dataset, the
importance of weather factors decreased, while factors such as “four-way intersection”
or “Class-B highway” have higher importance. Thus, the TabNet model can adaptively
assess the importance of features based on different incident categories, adjusting feature
importance to achieve more accurate predictions.
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In addition, we randomly selected 100 incidents, and Figure 16a shows the heatmap of
feature importance for these incidents. It can be observed that the important features align
with the overall feature ranking in Figure 14, while there are slight differences in feature
importance between individual incidents. Figure 16b illustrates the importance of features
for “death” incidents, and it also aligns with the feature importance ranking in Figure 15.
Therefore, the TabNet model demonstrates good adaptability to various categories, exhibits
excellent interpretability for tabular data in traffic incidents, and guides us to focus on
relevant features for specific event types.
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5.2. Stepwise Feature Selection

Subsequently, we focused on each step’s feature selection in Figure 17 by exploring
the feature mask matrix. N_step was set to be three in this section. It can be observed
that step 1 was the most critical, as it encompassed a wide range of features, including
“four-way intersection”, “class-A highway”, “freeway”, “injury”, “number of motor
vehicles”, and “number of non-motor vehicles”. In step 2, the model paid attention to
features such as “death”, “overcast”, and “arterial road”, while in the third step, the focus
shifted to “Class-B highway injury” and “overcast”. Similarly, the selected features varied
across different individual instances, highlighting the model’s ability to adapt to the specific
characteristics of each data point. We interpreted the feature selection in the subsequent
steps as a means of addressing any missing features from the previous steps. By iteratively
selecting the features at each step, we determined the overall feature selection pattern and
the overall feature importance, which were then used for prediction. This improvement
over the black-box nature of other deep learning models strikes a balance between training
accuracy and interpretability. It allowed us to gain a deeper understanding of the significant
factors influencing incident duration and provided us with more informed judgment.
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6. Conclusions and Future Work
6.1. Conclusions

Traffic incidents often lead to increased congestion, delays, and potential safety haz-
ards for road users. Accurate prediction of the incident duration is crucial to mitigating
these consequences by enabling effective resource allocation, improved incident response
planning, and efficient traffic management strategies. This study seeks to address several
research gaps in the prediction of traffic incident duration. It utilized a comprehensive
dataset spanning six years and covering the entire city of Tianjin, China, enabling a thor-
ough analysis of incident types and diverse regions. By adopting the TabNet model,
the research achieved a balance between interpretability and predictive accuracy, facili-
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tating the examination of influential factors. The findings provide valuable insights for
intelligent traffic management, supporting optimized resource allocation and efficient
incident management. Overall, this research contributes to improving traffic flow and
system effectiveness.

More specifically, this study preprocessed the incident dataset, utilized the TabNet
model, and explored its interpretability to enhance our understanding of the key factors
and prediction steps. The TabNet model demonstrates a strong predictive performance,
achieving an MAE of 17.04 min, RMSE of 22.01 min, and MAPE of 33.60% on the test dataset,
which outperformed most other reference models. Moreover, through the interpretability
of the TabNet model, the paper identified and numerically ranked the influential factors
affecting the incident duration.

The results also highlighted the road type, casualties, weather conditions (especially
overcast), and number of motor and non-motor vehicles as the most significant factors.
Hence, some specific road types (e.g., Class-B highways) and regions require the proactive
allocation of police resource to effectively manage accident-prone areas. For incidents
involving significant casualties, extreme weather conditions, or a large number of vehicles,
traffic management authorities should develop pre-planned strategies to minimize incident
duration and mitigate the impact on traffic flow. This proactive approach can lead to
a timely response, efficient incident clearance, and reduced disruptions to the overall
traffic system.

Overall, the TabNet model showcases its effectiveness in predicting traffic incident
duration, while offering interpretability to uncover the key factors and prediction steps. By
combining the interpretability of tree-based models and the high prediction accuracy of
deep neural networks, this study contributes to the field of traffic incident prediction and
offers valuable insights for improving traffic management strategies, ultimately enhancing
the efficiency and safety of road networks.

6.2. Future Work

Based on the findings of this study, there are several directions for future improve-
ments. Firstly, it is important to note that the incident duration considered in this research
focused primarily on the duration of the incident itself, without considering the sub-
sequent recovery of traffic flow to normal conditions. Future studies could investigate
and model the process of traffic flow restoration after incidents, which would provide
a more comprehensive understanding of the overall impact of incidents on traffic. Sec-
ondly, while the TabNet model demonstrated good predictive performance, the complex
architecture of TabNet can be computationally expensive. Therefore, we need to con-
tinue exploring methods that allow for cost-effective prediction on large-scale and very
high-dimensional datasets.

Furthermore, despite its ability to provide feature importance, the interpretability
of TabNet is not as straightforward as simpler models such as decision trees or linear
regression. Thus, more advanced techniques can be employed to gain deeper insights
into the decision-making process of the TabNet model. For instance, techniques such
as SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) values or LIME (Local Interpretable Model-
agnostic Explanations) could be applied to provide more detailed explanations of the
model’s predictions and enhance its interpretability. By addressing these areas, we can
further improve the accuracy, interpretability, and comprehensiveness of predicting traffic
incident duration, thereby facilitating more effective traffic management.
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